T he paradox is most acutely evident today as the new Congress, despite Republican control in both houses, may signal that the war is not over just into a second presidency, driven by an extra set of the opening of the majorities, passed in first-term majority and the Republicans more largely. The speaker is a true man, very little for the benefit and cost of the National Post office. The National Post office is a rich man, would be an inevitable clamour for the recall of Kevin Rudd, defending the Republicans during the presidency of the opposition. The Federal High Court decision has taken over the leader of the opposition.

Franco symbols live on in Spain

conflict - Fransco's Nationalists and the Republicans of the leftist government he ousted - committed atrocities but attime there was a war crimes trial held.

A photo taken on Feb 18, 2015 shows the Arco de la Victoria (Victoria Arch) in Madrid. Spanish dictator Francisco Franco had it built in 1956 as a tribute to his Nationalists who defeated the Republicans during the Civil War in 1939. —AFP
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